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How can we help developers make an informed

choice when comparing alternative technologies?

Tell Them Apart: 

Distilling Technology Differences from Crow-Scale 
Comparison Discussions





POST or GET?

Eclipse or Intellij?

AWT or Swing?

Quicksort or Merge sort?MySQL or PostgreSQL?

Java or Python?
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Current Solutions

1. Try them out

• Time-consuming

• Labour expensive

Sort Algorithms

• Bubble sort

• Selection sort

• Quicksort

• Merge sort

• …

Java IDE

• Eclipse

• IntelliJ IDEA

• NetBeans

• JDeveloper

• …

Library

• NLTK

• Stanford NLP

• OpenNLP

• SpaCy

• …

Database

• MariaDB

• PostgreSQL

• SQL Server

• MySQL

• …



Current Solutions

2. Check somebody else’s experience – intentional technology 
comparison

• May not exist

• Fragmented view =>Biased opinions



Inspiration – “Unintentional” Technology 
Comparison



Approach Overview

• Mining Comparable Technologies
• e.g., nltk versus gate, not nltk versus 

nlp, nor nltk versus MySQL

• Mining Comparative Opinions

• Find comparative sentences, e.g., 
“GET is more appropriate than POST 
because of its safe semantics”

• But comparative sentences ≠ comparative 
opinions

A text summarization technique designed for 
mining unintentional technology comparison 
from crowd-scale Q&A discussions



Mining Comparable Technologies

1. Learning tag embeddings: Use a dense vector to represent
each technology

2. Mining categorical knowledge: Identify the category of each tag
based on Tag Wiki



Mining Comparable Technologies

3. Building comparable-technology knowledge base

• Most close vector

• Same category



Mining Comparative Opinions

1. Extracting comparative sentences by Part-of-Speech sentence 
patterns



Mining Comparative Opinions

2. Measuring sentence similarity by word mover’s distance



Mining Comparative Opinions

3. Clustering representative comparison aspects and mining cluster 
topics

• Speed
• Faster
• Slower

• Secure
• Reliability
• Security



14,552
comparative sentences

Website
https://difftech.herokuapp.com/

2,074
pairs of comparable technologies

https://difftech.herokuapp.com/


Experiments Overview

Quality of each step

• Accuracy of mined comparable technologies

• Accuracy and coverage of mined comparative sentences

• Accuracy of clustering comparative sentences

Usefulness evaluation

• Human-provided intentional technology comparison aspects 
versus our mined unintentional technology comparison aspects



Experiment

1. Accuracy of Mined Comparable Technologies

• Extraction of tag categories from TagWiki
• 83.8% accuracy

• Identification of comparable technologies
• 90.7% versus 29.3% with/without tag category filtering

• Skip-gram model (90.7%) outperforms continuous bag of words 
model (88.7%)



Experiment

2. Accuracy of Mined Comparative Sentences

• Examine 50 randomly sampled sentences for each 
comparative sentence pattern



Experiment

3. Accuracy of Clustering Comparative Sentences

• Word mover’s distance can capture the semantic meaning 
of comparative sentences

• Clustering the graph of similar sentences can explicitly encode 
the sentence relationships



Usefulness Evaluation

Can our mined comparative aspects answer comparison 
questions in Stack Overflow?

Our mined “unintentional” comparison 

aspects have reasonably coverage of 

human-provided comparison aspects, 

and sometimes they provide unique 

aspects not mentioned in intentional 

technology comparison. 



Future Work

• Improve comparative sentence mining

• Technology mentions in separate sentences

• Co-reference resolution

• Improve comparison aspect mining and presentation
• Preference summarization of comparable technologies


